Lymphocytes infiltrating rat cardiac allografts express a limited repertoire of T cell receptor V beta genes.
The T cell response to many self-MHC-restricted nominal Ag involves limited use of the TCR repertoire. The status of the TCR repertoire in allogeneic responses remains unclear. In this report, we have studied the TCR V beta gene repertoire involved in the rejection of cardiac allografts disparate for major and minor histocompatibility Ag in rats. Graft-infiltrating lymphocytes (GIL) were isolated from rejecting heart allografts and analyzed for the expression of the V beta repertoire using a cDNA library and a semiquantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR). We report here that GIL isolated at early stages of the rejection reaction preferentially use the V beta 4 gene. First, V beta 4 comprised 36.4% (8/22) of randomly sequenced cDNA clones isolated from a TCR-beta chain-specific cDNA library established from GIL harvested 3 days posttransplantation. The V beta 4 gene in these clones was found in conjunction with several different J beta and N regions, suggesting a dominant role for the V beta 4 encoded domains in the recognition of allograft Ag. Second, the V beta 4 message comprised 56.6 to 65.7% of the transcripts expressed by the 20 rat V beta genes in three T cell lines established from GIL isolated 2 days posttransplantation. Third, fresh, unmanipulated GIL harvested at days 2 and 3 posttransplantation predominantly expressed the V beta 4 gene. Fourth, the expression of V beta 4 in naive splenocytes constituted only 5.4% of the V beta detected, suggesting that the predominant use of the V beta 4 gene by GIL was not a consequence of its high level of expression in the periphery. The limited use of the TCR repertoire in allograft rejection may provide the opportunity to interrupt the rejection process and induce donor-specific tolerance by targeting a select population of T cells for inactivation or elimination.